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Fearless Drawing: Illustrated Adventures for Overcoming Artistic AdversityQuarry Books, 2014

	Fearless Drawing is a fun and beautiful exercise and adventure book exploring how to rediscover the joy of drawing. There is a terrific fear attached to drawing, a frozen panic, a cry of "I can't draw!" Yet, embarking on these exciting drawing adventures will re-ignite the profound joy and artistic passion of drawing....
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Windows XP Media CenterQue, 2003
Use the Absolute Beginner's Guide to Windows XP Media Center to take the PC experience further! This book helps you unlock the potential of your Windows XP Media Center, in the fun, friendly Absolute Beginner's Guide style. This book covers everything you need to know to use your Media Center to its full potential,...
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eBay Hacks, 2nd Edition: Tips & Tools for Bidding, Buying, and SellingO'Reilly, 2005
Whatever you call it--an online auction house, the world's largest flea market, or a vast social experiment--no metaphor completely describes the huge trading community that is eBay. Underneath it all, eBay is also a computer program and a complex socio-economic system, requiring experience, finesse, and the right tools to master.
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Filthy Rich Clients: Developing Animated and Graphical Effects for Desktop Java Applications (The Java Series)Prentice Hall, 2007
Filthy Rich Clients refers to ultra-graphically rich applications that ooze cool. They suck the user in from the outset and hang on to them with a death grip of excitement. Filthy Rich Clients: Developing Animated and Graphical Effects for Desktop Javaâ„¢ Applications shows you how to...
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Physics for Game ProgrammersApress, 2005
This book illustrates how to infuse compelling and realistic action into game programmingeven if you dont have a college-level physics background! This book covers the basic physics and mathematical models and then shows clearly how to implement them basics to accurately simulate the motion and behavior of cars, planes, projectiles, rockets, and...
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Practice Makes Perfect: Basic English, Premium Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2019

	
		Get the skills you need to read and speak English with confidence!

	


	
		Learn how to read and speak English with this easy-to-use workbook. Dozens of manageable, bite-sized lessons take you through the basics of the English language. Three-page units cover each subject, which can be completed in just 20...
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Learning Java (The Java Series)O'Reilly, 2000
This book is about the Java™ language and programming environment. If you've been at all active on the Internet in the past few years, you've heard a lot about Java. It's one of the most exciting developments in the history of the Internet, rivaling the creation of the World Wide Web. Java became the darling of the Internet programming...
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Linux Network ArchitecturePrentice Hall, 2004
This book deals with the architecture of the network subsystem in the Linux kernel. The idea for this book was born at the Institute of Telematics at the University of Karlsruhe, Germany, where the Linux kernel has been used in many research projects and its network functionality is modified or enhanced, respectively, in a...
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Differential Equations For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008
Power your way through ordinary and singular points
    Understand differential equations through practical tips and examples    

    Do differential equations cause you distress? No worries! This friendly guide explains this intimidating subject in plain English, walking you step by step through all...
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iPad All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Slate-style computers have been around for a few years, but it took
	Apple to make them catch on with the general public in a big way when
	it introduced the iPad. This small, less than a pound-and-a-half wonder has
	sold millions of units in its first year for good reason: It’s well designed,
	feature rich, and opens up a world of...
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Learn Java for Android DevelopmentApress, 2013

	Android development is hot, and many programmers are interested in joining the fun. However, because this technology is based on Java, you should first obtain a solid grasp of the Java language and its foundational APIs to improve your chances of succeeding as an Android app developer. After all, you will be busy learning the architecture of...
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JavaScript for Kids: A Playful Introduction to ProgrammingNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		JavaScript is the programming language of the Internet, the secret sauce that makes the Web awesome, your favorite sites interactive, and online games fun!

	
		JavaScript for Kids is a lighthearted introduction that teaches programming essentials through patient, step-by-step examples paired with funny illustrations....
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